Go to www.euroclub-schools.org. Enter the Quiz Zone. Click on the French flag. Click on the link called Pâques (Easter quiz). By reading through the web page and clicking on answers, can you find and write the following words in French?

Traduis les mots suivants:

1. the spring
2. an egg hunt
3. the flying Easter bells
4. an April fool's trick
5. Easter Sunday
6. the lamb
7. an Easter egg
8. a nest
9. a basket of eggs
10. the sweet shop
11. the Easter bunny
12. How do you say?
13. What is it?
14. Where do you have to go?
15. Choose the correct answer!

Click on a correct answer. Find the French way to write......

16. Congratulations!
17. Let's go to the next question!
18. It's the correct answer!

Click on an incorrect answer. Find the French way to write......

19. What a pity!
20. It is not the correct answer!